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……….Stay connected
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Company Profile
Ever since our establishment we are working
to be a major Merchant exporter in Fresh
Fruits & Vegetables, Spices, Apparels, and all
other Commodities etc… Stringent quality
control measures are undertaken by prakrithi
exports to offer purchasers with world class
quality of products that are completely safe for
consumption.

Our Excellence
Our organization has established genial
business relationship with reputed vendors
who are known for offering quality products.
Keeping in mind the diverse requirements of
our clients, maintain a thorough assessment
of the procurements process and offer
premium quality products to our clients.

Client Satisfaction

Our Team
We have a team of professionals who help us
with our production procedures. They
guarantee flawless supply to our clients all
across the world as well as they maintain the
quality of the products. We are resulted into
the coming of quality products and services
for the industry. They assures seamless
supply and export procedures of the
organization. Furthermore, our comprehensive
know how and experience has helped us to
create our presence in the national and
international market.

Why Us?
Our flexible and reliable services are
appreciated by clients all over the world for
following reasons
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Qualitative range
Expert and experienced professionals
Reliable vendor base
Cost effective
Timely delivered
Technology used for making
processing the products
To supply premium quantity products
Ethical business policies
Superior quality of packing
Customer focused approach
Easy mode of payment
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Our organization has always tried to fulfill the
demands of our esteemed clients. We follow
certain business policies that have helped us
establish cordial business relation with
reputed vendors in the market. The range
procured is tested on various parameters to
ensure that it is perfect further these products
are timely delivered to the clients.
We have also appointed a team of hard
working professionals, which checks our
range on various parameters to ensure the
delivery of flawless products to clients.

Quality Assurance
In order to expand our business operations
and build our trust among the clients we pay
paramount importance to the quality
assurance of our entire process. We have
employed qualified and experienced quality
auditors for conducting inspection of the
sourced products. Our professionals have indepth knowledge of the auditing procedures
and check the finished consignment the basis
of following parameters.
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Dimensional accuracy
Designs
Printing
Labeling
Packing

Products details:
Fresh Vegetable & Fruits:
Vegetable is any part of a plant that is consumed by humans as food as part of a savory meal. The
term vegetable is somewhat arbitrary, and largely defined through culinary and cultural tradition.
Vegetables are the staple of our life, no matter which cuisine we prefer. They are nutritionally dense
and provide many a health and dietary benefit. But, it is not for well-being alone though that we seek
out these wonderful buds, tubers, leaves and shoots. We are seduced by the treasury of fragrance,
flavour and appearance of these essentials for life, which Fresh Fruits supplies at premium quality.
These vegetables are free from artificial colors and pesticides and are organically cultivated using
advanced technology and harmless fertilizers. These handpicked vegetables are available in
customized packaging and can be
availed at competitive prices by our
clients.
The fresh vegetables available with us
include:
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Onion
Potato
Lady Finger
Cabbage
Capsicum
Green Bean
Ridge Gourd
Snake Gourd

Fresh Fruits

These are known for their unique taste, nutritional value, and various health benefits. The fruits and
are processed and sorted in clean packets and under optimum temperatures to maintain their
original Flavour, aroma and taste.
The fresh fruits available with us include:
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Mango
Green
Banana
Green Apple
Fresh Apple
Black
Grapes
Pineapple
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Mango
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Mango Pulp
Peach
Guava
Orange
Sapota
Papaya
Red-Water
Melon

Indian Spices
The Indian spices includes a variety of spices grown across the Indian subcontinent are defines the
whole flavor of food. These spices are extracted from the natural ingredients and are enriched with
natural aroma, taste and minerals. Spices blend with food to extract the nutrients and bind them in a
palatable form. Some spices are added at the end as flavouring and are typically heated in a pan
with ghee or cooking oil before being added to a dish. Lighter spices are added last, and spices with
strong Flavour should be added first.
Our product is widely acknowledged for their quality and undisputed tastes. Which make cuisines
distinctive. We understand that the packaging is important in spices, so we use modern packaging
technology only.
The Indian spices available with us include:
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Sesame Seeds
Black Pepper
Turmeric Finger
Dried Ginger
Dry Red Chilly
Cumin Seed
Nutmeg Nut
Tamarind
Coriander Seed & Powder
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Cocopith or Coir
Coco peat (cocopeat), also known as coir pith. coir fiber
pith, coir dust, or simply coir, is made from coconut
husks, which are byproducts of other industries that
use coconuts.Cocopeat primarily consists of the coir
fibre pith or coir dust which is obtained by processing
coconut husk and removing the long fibres. The
cocopeat which is obtained can hold large quantities of
water, just like a sponge. It is used as a replacement
for traditional peat in soil mixtures, or, as a soil-less
substrate for plant cultivation...
Usually shipped in the form of compressed bales,
briquettes, slabs or discs, the end user usually expands
and aerates the compressed coco peat by the addition
of water. A single kilogram of coco peat will expand to
15 liters of moist coco peat.
We the Merchant exporter of Exporters of coco peat 5kg blocks, 1kg blocks, coco peat 650grams bricks,
coco coir grow bags, husk chips blocks and cut- fibers in South India, TamilNadu.
Coco peat is used as a being a good absorbent, dry coco peat can be used as an oil absorbent on slippery
floors. Coco peat is also used as bedding in animal farms and pet houses to absorb animal waste so the
farm is kept clean and dry. Coco peat is hydrophilic unlike sphagnum moss and can quickly reabsorb water
even when completely dry. Coco peat is porous and cannot be overwatered easily.
The Coco Product available with us includes:
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Cocopeat/Coir Blocks
Coir 5 Kg Balesgs
Coir 1 Kg Block
COIR 650 GM BRIQUETTES
Coir Grow bags
Coir Husk Chips
Coir Disk and Coins
Coir Open Top / Easy Fill Bag

Apparels:
Men’s Wear
Avail from us an exclusive array of Menswear that too at the most affordable prices. Owing to the best
range, we have carved a niche as a prominent Designer Menswear Manufacturer, Exporter and Supplier in
Tamil Nadu. The Menswear Clothing we provide is made keeping latest fashion trends in mind. Additionally,
clients can avail Menswear in all standard sizes from us .
Range Includes


Men’s Mercerised T-Shirts



Men’s Round Neck T-Shirts

Attributes

Available In Different
£

Sizes

£

Colors

£

Perfect fitting

£

Fine finishing

o

Black

£

Smooth texture

o

Sage

£

Stylish

o

Bright orange

£

Color fast

o

Light blue

£

Short sleeves

o

Sand

£

Welt collars and cuffs

o

Navy blue

£

Latest designs and patterns

Lungi or kaili
The lungi, also known as a sarong, is a traditional garment worn around the waist in Indonesia, Bangladesh,
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Burma, Brunei, Malaysia, Nepal, Singapore, Thailand, the Horn of Africa and the
southern Arabian Peninsula. In Kerala, it is also called Kaili. It is particularly popular in regions where the
heat and humidity create an unpleasant climate for trousers. We are supplying in Tirupur, Chennai,
TamilNadu, Bangalore, Mumbai, Ahmedabad and India.
The type of varieties of Lungies offered by us is as follows:
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Dyed Lungies

£

Checked Lungies

£

Printed Lungies

Other Products:
Paper Plates, cup, and disposable
cutlery
We are offering a wide range of paper plates, paper cups, and
cutlery suppliers in the global markets, which is widely
demanded by many industries. We also offer Customized
Paper Bags i.e. in different colors and size.

Paper Bag
We are offering a wide range of Paper Shopping Bags, Kraft Paper Bags Manufacturers, Printed Paper
Bags, and Paper Bags Suppliers in the global markets, which is widely demanded by many industries. We
also offer Customized Paper Bags i.e. in different colors and size

The Paper Bag available with us includes:
£

Shopping paper bags

£

Gift bags

£

Carrier bags

£

Handle paper bags

£

Promotional paper bags

£

Brown paper bags

£

Fancy paper bags

£

Grocery paper bags

£

Food bags

£

Packaging bags

£

Fancy paper bags

£

Handmade paper bags

£

Recyclable paper bags
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Apart from above service product’s we also supply’s different products as per the client
request …

Get in Touch with Us,

#510, Thiruvalluvar Street, four road,
Thuraimangalam (post), Perambalaur (Dst): 612120,
Tamil Nadu, India

+91 9566247651

Prakrithiexports@gmail.com

www.prakrithiexports.com
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